Introduction

Francis H. Fletcher, a 22-year-old clerk from Salem, Massachusetts, enlisted as a private in Company A of the 54th Massachusetts Infantry Regiment on February 13, 1863. One year after the regiment left Boston with great fanfare, Fletcher wrote to his friend Jacob C. Safford regarding the discrimination and hardships black soldiers encountered when they were denied the same pay as white soldiers.

The 54th Massachusetts is famous for steadfastly refusing the government pay of $7 per month instead of the $13 per month paid to white soldiers. Abolitionists and black leaders opposed the inequality in pay. After many delays, Congress finally passed a bill to equalize pay for black Union soldiers on June 15, 1864. In September 1864 the men of the 54th Massachusetts were retroactively paid in full for their eighteen months of service. Written two weeks before the passage of the congressional bill, Fletcher’s letter expresses his resentment clearly and eloquently:

You take a far more liberal view of things than you could in my situation. Just one year ago to day our regt was received in Boston with almost an ovation, and at 5 P. M. it will be one year since we were safely on board transport clear of Battery Wharf and bound to this Department: in that one year no man of our regiment has received a cent of monthly pay all through the glaring perfidy of the U.S. Gov’t.

I cannot any more condemn nor recite our wrongs, but console myself that One who is able has said vengeance is mine and I will repay.

All the misery and degradation suffered in our regiment by its members’ families is not atoned for by the passage of the bill for equal pay.

Fletcher served in the 54th Massachusetts until the regiment disbanded at the end of the war. He was promoted to sergeant, the highest rank a black soldier could achieve at the time, and mustered out of service on August 20, 1865, in Mount Pleasant, South Carolina. Jacob C. Safford from Ipswich, Massachusetts, is listed as “black” on the draft rolls, but there is no record of him serving in the Army.
Questions for Discussion

Read the document introduction and transcript and apply your knowledge of American history in order to answer these questions.

1. Select a section of this letter that indicates the author’s frustration or anger regarding the treatment of soldiers in the Massachusetts 54th. Explain your choice.
2. What opinion did Fletcher express regarding legislation to address the pay dispute?
3. How can we explain the decision of the black soldiers to remain in service to the Union even though they were treated unequally?
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Francis H. Fletcher to Jacob C. Safford, May 28, 1864. (Gilder Lehrman Collection, GLC07345)
Mr. Jacob C. Safford

Dear Sir:

I have received your letter bearing date May 8th. I hope this may find you sister and the rest of your family in good health as it leaves me.

There is no local news of any importance about here. There were some operations on James Island but amounted to only a raid as far as I have been able to learn. At the front everything is quiet.

I have forgotten of what you refer to speaking of some message I sent you by Mrs. Lewis.

You take a far more liberal view [2] of things than you could in my situation. Just one year ago to day our regt was received in Boston with almost an ovation, and at 5 P. M. it will be one year since we were safely on board transport clear of Battery Wharf and bound to this Department: in that one year no man of our regiment has received a cent of monthly pay all through the glaring perfidy of the U.S. Gov’t.

I cannot any more condemn nor recite our wrongs, but console myself that One who is able has said vengeance is mine and I will repay.

All the misery and degradation suffered in our regiment by its members’ families is not atoned for by the passage of the bill for equal pay.

Remember me to your sister and [3] and family and believe me

Yours truly

Francis H. Fletcher.
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